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1. (INTRODUCTION) 
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1.3 (ACCESSORIES) 
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2. (QUICK START) 

2.1. (POWER ON)
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2.2. (CONNECTING TO THE PRODUCT UNDER TEST) 
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2.3. (DEFAULT MEASUREMENTS)
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2.4. (NAVIGATING THE MENU SYSTEM)
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3. (USING VOLTAGE AND CURRENT TRANSDUCERS) 

 

3.1. (INPUT OVERVIEW)
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3.2. (TO CONNECT A SIMPLE CURRENT TRANSFOMER)
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3.3. (TO CONNECT AN EXTERNAL RESISTIVE SHUNT)  
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3.4. (TO CONNECT A TRANSDUCER WITH A 
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3.5. (TO CONNECT A VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER / TRANSDUCER) 
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4. (THE MENU SYSTEM) 

4.1. (NAVIGATION) 
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4.2. (MENU ITEMS) 

 
To switch the display of the menu system off or on, press the .MENU. key at any time. 
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4.5. (MODES.)
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4.6. (INPUTS.)
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4.7. (GRAPHS.) 
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4.8. (INTERFACES. ) 
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4.9. (USER CONFIGURATION.) 
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4.10. (SYSTEM CONFIGURATION.) 
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4.11. (VIEW.) 
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5. REMOTE OPERATION 

5.1. OVERVIEW 

Using the remote commands the PM1000+ can be used to perform high speed, complex or 
repetitive measurements. 
 
5.2. COMMAND LISTING 
Commands may be in upper or lower case. 
Please see the next section for examples. 
":BLK:ENB. enables blanking 
":BLK:DIS. disables blanking 
":BLK?. returns current blanking setting 1 = enabled 0 = disabled 
":CAL:DATE?. Sends the date of last calibration 
":CFG:LOAD. Loads requested configuration value = 0 to 6 0 = default 
":CFG:SAVE. Saves the specified configuration value = 1 through 6 
":CFG:PRINT" Prints the specified configuration value = 1 through 6 
":COM:RS2:BAUD. sets the RS232 baud rate "value" = 9600, 19200 or 38400 
":COM:RS2:BAUD?. returns the current baud rate setting 
":COM:IEE:ADDR. sets the IEEE488 (GPIB) address "value" = 1 - 31 
":COM:IEE:ADDR?. 108 returns the current IEEE488 (GPIB) address setting 
":FRD?. returns the selected values 
":FRF?. returns the current selection list 
":FSR:VLT. sets the frequency source for voltage 
":FSR:AMP. sets the frequency source for current 
":FSR?. returns the freq source 0 = volts 1 = amps 
":GRA:HRM:VLT:SCL. Set scaling in harmonic bar chart for Volts "value" = 0 - 1000 
":GRA:HRM:AMP:SCL. Set scaling in harmonic bar chart for Amps "value" = 0 - 100 
":GRA:HRM:AMP:SHW. Show current bar chart 
":GRA:HRM:VLT:SHW. Show voltage bar chart 
":GRA:HRM:HLT. Highlights required harmonic "value" = 1 through 50 
":GRA:WAV:VLT:SCL. Set scaling in waveform graph, value = scale in Vpk 
":GRA:WAV:AMP:SCL. Set scaling in waveform graph, value = scale in Apk 
":GRA:WAV:WAT. value = 0 (watts graph disabled) 
":GRA:WAV:SHW. Show waveform graph 
":HMX:VLT:SEQ. Sets odd or odd/even harmonics 0 = odd/even 1 = odd only 
":HMX:VLT:RNG. Sets harmonic range "value" = 1 - 50 
":HMX:AMP:SEQ. Sets odd or odd/even harmonics 0 = odd/even 1 = odd only 
":HMX:AMP:RNG. Sets harmonic range "value" = 1 - 50 
":HMX:WAT:SEQ. Sets odd or odd/even harmonics 0 = odd/even 1 = odd only 
":HMX:WAT:RNG. Sets harmonic range "value" = 1 - 50 
"*IDN?. returns the product ID string 
":MOD:NOR. sets normal mode 
":MOD:INR. sets inrush mode 



":MOD:SBY. sets standby power mode 
":MOD:BAL. sets ballast mode 
":MOD?. returns the current mode 0 = normal 1 = ballast 2 = inrush 3 = standy 4 = integrator 
":MOD:INR:RNG. Default Inrush current range "value" = 1 through 6 
":MOD:SBY:PER" Sets the user defined period of averaging in Low Power Standby mode. 
value = 1 - 300 seconds. 
":DSP:Z04. displays 4 results screen 
":DSP:Z14. displays 14 results screen 
":REM:OFF. returns PM1000+ from remote control:RNG 
":RNG:VLT:FIX. fixes voltage range "value" = 1 (10V) . 4 (1000V) 
":RNG:AMP:FIX. fixes current range "value" = 1 (0.1A) - 6 (100A) 
":RNG:VLT:AUT. sets voltage on auto range 
":RNG:AMP:AUT. sets current on auto range 
":RNG:VLT?. returns the current voltage range 
":RNG:AMP?. returns the current amps range 
"*RST. clears the PM1000+ to default settings 
":SCL:VLT. sets voltage scaling "value" = scaling factor 
":SCL:AMP. sets current scaling "value" = scaling factor 
":SCL:VLT?. returns the current voltage scaling factor 
":SCL:AMP?. returns the current amps scaling factor 
":SEL:CLR. clears the results selection list 
":SEL:WAT. selects watts 
":SEL:VAS. selects VA 
":SEL:VAR. selects VAr 
":SEL:VLT. selects Vrms 
":SEL:AMP. selects Arms 
":SEL:PWF. selects PF 
":SEL:VPK+. selects Vpk 
":SEL:APK+. selects Apk 
":SCL:VCF. selects Vcf 
":SCL:ACF. selects Acf 
":SEL:WHR. selects watt hrs 
":SEL:VAH. selects VA hrs 
":SEL:VRH. selects VAr hrs 
":SEL:AHR. selects A hrs 
":SEL:VDF. selects Vdf 
":SEL:ADF. selects Adf 
":SEL:FRQ. selects frequency 
":SEL:RES. selects resistance R 
":SEL:IMP. selects impedance Z 
":SEL:REA. selects reactance X 
":SEL:VHM. selects voltage harmonic series 
":SEL:AHM. selects current harmonic series 
":SEL:HRS. selects integration elapsed time 



":SEL:VPK-. select Vpk- 
":SEL:APK-. select apk- 
":SEL:VDC. selects Volts DC 
":SEL:ADC. selects Amps DC 
":SEL:VRNG. Add the active Voltage range to the screen 
":SEL:ARNG" Add the active current range to the screen 
":SHU:INT. selects internal shunt 
":SHU:EXT. selects external shunt 
":SHU?. returns the current shunt setting 0 = internal 1 = external 
":SYST:TIME?. returns the current RTC time setting 
":SYST:DATE?. returns the current RTC date setting 
":SYST:SET:TIME. sets the RTC time "value" = Example 10-10-00 
":SYST:SET:DATE. sets the RTC date "value" = Example 12-12-2006 
":SYST:FOR:TIME. sets the RTC time format "value" = 12 or 24 
":SYST:FOR:DATE. sets the RTC date format "value" = 0 mmddyyyy 1 = ddmmyyyy 2 = 
yyyymmdd 
":SYST:ZERO. Set auto zero "value" 0 = diabled 1= enabled 
":SYST:ZERO?. Read auto zero state 
 
5.3. COMMUNICATIONS EXAMPLES. 
Basic selection and returning of result. 

The results are returned using the FRD command. This returns the results that are 
shown on the screen, in the order in which they appear on the screen. As results are 
selected using comms, the results are added to the bottom of the list, with the 
exception of harmonics which always appear at the end of the list. 
:SEL:CLR clears all results 
:SEL:VLT 
:SEL:AMP 
:SEL:FRQ 
:SEL:WAT 
:SEL:VAS 
:SEL:VAR 
:SEL:PWF 
:SEL:VPK+ 
:SEL:APK+ 
:FRD? Returns Vrms, Arms, Frequency, Watts, VA, Var, power factor, Vpeak + and Vpeak- 
in floating point format. 
:FRF? Returns the results selected for confirmation using the label that appears on the 
display. In this case will return, 
.Vrms, Arms, Freq, Watt, VA, Var, PF, Vpk+,Apk+ 
Harmonics 
To return harmonics, first the number of harmonic and the scope need to be selected and 
then they need to be added to the list of results on the display. 



:HMX:VLT:SEQ 0 Select odd and even harmonics (use 1 to select odd harmonics only) 
:HMX:VLT:RNG 9 Return all harmonic from 1 to 9. 
:SEL:VHM Add Voltage harmonics to the list. 
Now, assuming :SEL:CLR has not be issued after example 1, then the following results 
would be returned by FRD? 
Vrms, Arms, Freq, Watt, VA, Var, PF, Vpk+,Apk+, Vh1 Mag, Vh1 phase, Vh2 Mag, Vh2 
phase, .. Vh9 Mag, Vh9 phase. 
Standby power 
First, select standby power mode 
:MOD:SDY:PER 60 Set the standby power mode period to 60 seconds. 
:MOD:SDY 
:SEL:CLR Clears selection of results 
:SEL:VLT Selects Vrms 
:SEL:WAT Selects Watts 
:SEL:FRQ Selects Frequency 
:SEL:VCF Selects Volts crest factor 
:SEL:VDF Selects Volts distortion factor 
:RNG:VLT:FIX 4 Fix the voltage range to 1000Vpk 
:RNG:AMP:FIX 2 Fix the current range to 1.6Apk 
Wait 60 seconds 
:FRD? Read back values including average power over 60 seconds 
Wait 60 seconds 
:FRD? Read back value including average power over 60 seconds. 
Check against previous power. 
Inrush
:MOD:INR Select in rush mode 
:MOD:INR:RNG 4 Fixes the current range for in rush mode to range 4 (6.25Apk) 
:MOD:INR:CLR 
:SEL:CLR Clear measurements 
:SEL:APK+ Selects peak positive current 
:SEL:APK- Selects peak negative current 
Ensure equipment under test is off 
:MOD:INR:CLR Clear the Apk+ and Apk- 
Switch on equipment under test 
:FRD? Returns Apk+ and Apk-. 
 
6. SPECIFICATION 
6.1. MECHANICAL 
Height 102mm Including feet. 
Width 223mm without Handle 
Width 260mm with Handle 
Depth 285mm without Handle 
Depth 358mm with Handle Straight out 
Weight = 3.2Kg with handle 



6.2. POWER SUPPLY 
AC input voltage = 85 - 264V, 45 to 65Hz 
Protection = 1AT, 20mm fuse 
Consumption = 25VA max. 
 
6.3. COMMUNICATIONS 
RS232

6.4. MEASURED PARAMETERS





6.5. MEASUREMENT ACCURACY 
The table below lists the formulae for calculating the accuracy specification for each 
measurement. 
In the equations below 

�It is assumed the waveform measured is a sine wave. 
�F is the frequency measured in kHz 
�V is the voltage measured in V 
�I is the current measured in A 
�FSv is the full-scale value of the voltage range used for the measurement 
�FSi is the full-scale value of the current range used for the measurement 

(including shunt impedance) 
�ZEXT is the external shunt impedance (0.5� for 1A shunt, 10m� for 30A shunt) 
�� is the phase angle in degrees (i.e. phase of the current with reference to the voltage). 

All specifications are valid 23°C ±5°C 
Temperature coefficient ±0.02% of reading / °C, 0 to 18°C, 28 to 40°C. 
 
VOLTAGE 
RMS     RANGES     900, 215, 46, 10 Vpk 
VRMS     Frequency range   10Hz to 1MHz 

Peak continuous    1500Vpk 
Peak < 1 second   5000Vpk 
Input Impedance    1 MOhm 
Crest Factor    20 
Accuracy     0.1% of Reading + 0.1% of range + 

5mV + 0.02%/kHz 
VDC     Accuracy     0.1% of Reading + 0.2% of range + 

5mV + 0.02%/kHz 
VOLTAGE +/-PEAK  Accuracy     0.5% of Reading + 0.5% of Range + 

0.02%/kHz 
CURRENT    RANGES     100, 25, 6.25, 1.6, 0.4, 0.1 Apk 
RMS     Frequency range   10Hz to 1MHz 
ARMS     Peak continuous    20Arms 

Peak < 1 second   Apk 
Input Resistance    12.5 mOhm 
Crest Factor    20 (Peak/RMS) 
Accuracy     0.1% of Reading + 0.1% of range + 

1mA + 0.02%/kHz 
ADC     Accuracy     0.1% of Reading + 0.2% of range + 

1mA + 0.02%/kHz 
CURRENT +/_ PEAK Accuracy     0.5% of Reading + 0.5% of Range + 

0.02%/kHz 
WATTS    RANGES     1Wpk to 90kWpk 

Frequency range   10Hz to 1MHz 
Accuracy     0.2% of Reading + 0.1% of range 



+5mW +(0.05/PF)%/kHz 
VA      RANGES     1 VA to 90kVA 

Frequency range   10Hz to 1MHz 
Accuracy     0.2% Reading + 0.1 % of range 

+5mVA + 0.05%/kHz 
Var     RANGES     1 VA to 90kVA 

Frequency range   10Hz to 1MHz 
Accuracy     0.2% of Reading + 0.1% of range 

+5mW +(0.05/1- PF)%/kHz 
Power Factor   Range      +- 0.000 to 1.000 

Accuracy    +-(0.002+-(0.001/PF)/kHz) 
+ indicates leading PF and . indicates 
lagging PF 

FREQUENCY   Range      DC and 10Hz to 1MHz 
(Maximum 22kHz when frequency 
source is et to current) 

Accuracy     0.1% 
VOLTAGE CREST  RANGE     1.00 to 20.0 
FACTOR 

Accuracy     %Vpk error + %Vrms error 
CURRENT CREST  RANGE     1.00 to 20.0 
FACTOR 

Accuracy     %Apk error + %Arms error 
PEAK INRUSH  RANGE     100Apk 
CURRENT 

Accuracy     2% of range +/- 20mA 
HARMONIC    Number of Voltage  50 
ANALYSIS   & Current harmonics 

Maximum Harmonic  450kHz 
Frequency 
Accuracy     0.2% of Reading + 0.1% of Range 

+0.04% per kHz of harmonic 
Frequency Range   10Hz to 450kHz 

Total Harmonic   Range & Accuracy   Range 0-999% 
Distortion   Accuracy     0.4% + 0.1%/kHz 
Standby Power   Time Window    1-300 sec 

Resolution     1 second 
IMPEDANCE   Range      0.005Ohms to 1Mohm 

Accuracy     0.2% of Reading + 0.1% of range 
+5mW +(0.05/ PF)%/kHz 

RESISTANCE   Range      0.005Ohms to 1Mohm 
Accuracy     0.2% of Reading + 0.1% of range 

+5mOhms +(0.05/PF)%/kHz 
REACTANCE   Range      0.005Ohms to 1Mohm 



Accuracy     0.2% of Reading + 0.1% of range 
+5mW +(0.05/1- PF)%/kHz 

External Shunt   Input Range     +- 1250 mVpk 
Scaling           0.0001 to 100000 
 
7. WARRANTY, SERVICE AND UPDATES 
7.1. WARRANTY 
The Voltech PM1000+ Power Analyzer is warranted against defects in materials and 
workmanship for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of shipment. 
In the event of failure of a customer unit during this period, Voltech will: 

�At Voltech.s discretion, repair or replace the faulty unit free-of-charge for a unit returned 
to an authorized service center. Shipment from the customer address will be the 
responsibility of the customer. 
Voltech reserves the right to waive this benefit in any event where it is clear upon 
inspection that the cause of the failure is due to customer misuse. 
Voltech will be the sole arbiter in this circumstance. 

�Pay all return shipment charges from the Voltech service center to the customer. 
�Repair/verify the customer unit before dispatch. A certificate of verification will be 

issued as a matter of course. 
The PM1000+ is a complex product and may not be completely free of errors. You are 
advised to verify your work. In no event will Voltech be liable for direct, indirect, special, 
incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use of or inability to use the 
PM1000+ or its accessories, even if advised of the possibility of such damage. In 
particular, Voltech is not responsible for any lost profits or revenue, loss of use of software, 
loss of data, cost of substitute products, claims by third parties, or for other similar costs. 
 
7.2. CALIBRATION AND SERVICE 
To confirm the accuracy of your PM1000+ a calibration should be carried out every 12 
months. 
Verification is carried out using purpose-built equipment. The verification can be performed 
by an authorized Voltech service center. 
For details of verification facilities and any other service requests, please see the service 
area of our website at www.voltech.com. Voltech strongly recommends that you discuss 
your service requirements with your supplier before service is needed. 
 
7.3. OBTAINING SERVICE AND APPLICATIONS SUPPORT 
Please see the service and applications support centers on our website at 
www.voltech.com. 
 
7.4. UPDATING FIRMWARE 
Regular firmware updates will be made available and maintenance updates are free of 
charge for all users. 
Please see the applications support center on our website at www.voltech.com 
 



8. SAFETY INFORMATION 
8.1. SAFETY FEATURES 
The PM1000+ has been designed with safety features, such as shrouded safety 
connectors, that provide the operator with a high level of protection against the risk of 
electric shock. As with any dangerous equipment, however, it is important that an 
assessment of the overall risk to safety is made during installation. It is the user.s 
responsibility to ensure compliance with any local regulations that may be applicable to 
the health and safety of operators 
 
8.2. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

�The PM1000+ and its accessories have been constructed in compliance with the 
requirements of EN61010-1, Pollution Degree 2, Installation Category II, FOR INDOOR 
USE ONLY. This ensures the safety of the analyzer and the user when normal precautions 
are followed 

�WARNING: The analyzer MUST be earthed. The power source should be inserted 
in a socket with a protective ground contact 

�The power source should be inserted before connections are made to measuring or 
control circuits 

�Do not attempt to remove outer cover without first disconnecting auxiliary and test 
power supply 

�This instrument must only be serviced by qualified personnel who understand the danger 
of shock hazards 

�When the instrument is removed from its case hazardous voltages are present 
�The electronic circuitry of this instrument is fully floating with respect to ground. If the 

instrument is opened and dangerous voltages (above 50V peak) applied to the input 
terminals then all the circuitry must be considered ’Live’ 

�The signal leads must be in good condition with no damage. 
�Replace fuses only with the same type and rating as specified in this manual 

 
8.3. DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
Manufacturer's Name 
DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
Voltech Instruments, Inc. 
11637 Kelly Road 
Fort Myers FL 
USA 
Signed for on behalf of Voltech Instruments Ltd 
BS EN 61010 (1993) 
The product herewith complies with the requirements of 
the EMC Directives 89/336/EEC and 92/31/EEC and the 
Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC 
BS EN 55022 (1995): Class A 
BS EN 50082-2 (1992) 
 



Manufacturer's Address 
declares, that the product 
Product Name: 
Model Number: 
conforms to the following Product Specifications 
Safety: 
EMC: 
Supplementary Information: 
September 2007 

 


